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Presentation Outline
• Interesting features of carbon stars and
definitions
• General Hertzsprung‐Russell (HR) diagram and
Stellar Evolution
• Where do carbon stars fit on the HR?
• Observing programs for carbon stars
– Lists of carbon stars (and some other “red” stars)
– Spectroscopic studies
– Observing stellar evolution
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Interesting Features of Carbon Stars
• The brightest carbon stars are evolved cool giant stars with
shells or clouds of carbon dust.
• Typical surface temperatures range from 2,000 to 3,000oK.
• Most classical carbon stars are long‐period irregular or
semi‐regular variable stars.
• Colors are more extreme deep red when the stars are
dimmest and may be yellow‐orange when brightest.
• Due to low surface gravity, about half of the total mass of
carbon stars may be lost due to powerful stellar winds.
• The material lost is a carbon‐rich material (similar to
graphite) that forms an interstellar dust envelope that
eventually forms a planetary nebula, with the remaining
core forming a white dwarf
• Rare massive carbon producing stars will die violently as
supernova, forming heavy elements.

A Few Strange Definitions and Concepts
when Describing Stellar Evolution
• Burn. Hydrogen does not burn with a chemical reaction
with oxygen, but is consumed through a fusion process to
form helium which then “burns” to form carbon.
• Ash. Again, no chemical combustion occurs. Ash refers to
the products of the fusion reactions. Helium is considered
ash of hydrogen burning and carbon is considered ash of
helium burning, for example.
• Metal. Any element heavier (atomic‐weight wise) than
helium.
• Dredge‐up. Convection motion in star that transports core
material to the star’s “surface.”
• Degenerate gas. Very high density; motion of atoms not
due to kinetic energy but due to quantum and mechanical
motions (packed solid); pressure no longer depends on
temperature. Can be present in cores of stars.
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Hertzsprung‐Russell (H‐R) Diagram
and Stellar Evolution Dim cool stars at lower‐

right, bright hot stars at
upper‐left. Stars spend
about 90% of their
lifetime on the main
sequence. As the star
ages (due to
consumption of H), its
location on the H‐R
diagram changes as its
color and temperature
changes due to the H
burning. Stars depart
the main sequence at
different locations
based on their mass
and when most of their
H is consumed.

Generalized H‐R diagram from Northwestern Univ.

Stellar Evolution Summary
• Low mass stars (up to 8 solar masses)…
– Are on the main sequence for billions to trillions of years
(Sun for 10 billion years) as they burn hydrogen and form
helium.
– Near the end of their life, they become a red giant star.
– Then they leave the initial Red Giant phase via the
Horizontal Branch as the helium ignites to form carbon.
– On the Asymptotic Giant Branch, they become Carbon
Stars and Red Giants again and eventually blow off their
outer atmosphere forming Planetary Nebulae.
– They run out of fuel and become a white dwarf.
– When they run out of heat, they become a black dwarf
(which are really hard to see!).
Astronomical League
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U Camelopardalis is a carbon star (mass near the sun’s) that every few
thousand years blows off a nearly spherical shell of gas (this event has lasted
for about 150 years based on velocity calculations).

Hubble image released July 2012

Stellar Evolution Summary (cont.)
• High mass stars (more than 8 solar masses)…
– Live fast and die young. They may remain on main
sequence for only a few million years.
– They go through many phases of evolution quickly,
creating heavier elements as they go, but do not
dredge up large amounts of carbon from their core
to become carbon stars.
– When the core becomes iron, they explode as a
supernova.
– They end life as a neutron star or a black hole.
Astronomical League
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Universe‐Scale:
Carbon production
off the main
sequence in giant
and supergiant stars
Become carbon stars
after sufficient C
dredge‐up on the
asymptotic giant
branch (AGB)

Image from PSU Astro 501 Star Theory presentation

Stars on the red giant
branch (RGB ) before
helium ignition are not
producing carbon yet
(and therefore before
carbon dredge‐up) so
are not carbon stars
(although can be
beautiful red stars for
viewing, like Arcturus).

Stellar‐Scale: Main Sequence Evolution
• About 74% of the universe is hydrogen and 24% is helium (remaining
2% is everything else)
• Fusion changes H  He
• He sinks to center of star
• Core depletion of H
• Eventually there is not enough H to maintain energy generation in the
core
• Core starts to collapse, increasing the core temperature

Drawing from Astronomical League
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Atomic Scale: Helium Fusion

Helium fusion does not begin right away because it requires higher
temperatures than hydrogen fusion—larger charge leads to greater
repulsion. Fusion of two helium nuclei doesn’t work, so helium
fusion must combine three He nuclei to make carbon (and release
energy) (Kaaret UI).
This drawing of the proton‐proton chain reaction (pp‐chain) is a
highly simplified version for the production of C. Oxygen is also
produced along the way. The carbon‐nitrogen‐oxygen (CNO) cycle is
dominate in stars heavier than about 1.3 sun masses.

Leaving the Main Sequence
• As the star moves along the Red Giant Branch (RGB)
path, its luminosity increases and it gets cooler per unit
area; it is getting bigger as it becomes a red giant. The
luminosity during this phase can be several thousand
times the luminosity of the main sequence star.
• The Sun in about 5 billion years will ascend the Red
Giant Branch and its radius will greatly expand.

Drawing from Astronomical League
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Northwestern Univ

The number of stars in the red giant part of the H‐R diagram is only a small fraction of
the stars that are on the main sequence because no star can remain a giant for long at
the fast fuel burn rate.

The Horizontal Branch
During the Red Giant Branch
phase, the hydrogen burning
continues, creating more core
helium ash. Eventually, the core
of the star gets hot enough for
helium burning to begin. For
stars with lower mass (about 2
solar masses), the helium
burning begins with what is
called the “helium flash” (much
of the He burns at one time).
Time on the horizontal branch
varies, averaging about 30
million years. The star becomes
bluer, but retains about the
same luminosity.
Kaaret UI
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Asymptotic Giant Branch
(AGB) and Carbon Stars
Once helium burning begins, the ash
from that process is carbon and oxygen.
Eventually, the helium core material is
replaced by carbon and oxygen (which
never burns). At the end of the star's
movement up the AGB, it becomes a
Red Giant (for the second time, but now
as a carbon star!) and may be brighter
and larger than it was during the initial
red giant phase

Drawing from Astronomical League

Kaaret UI

Kaaret UI

“The Hourglass Nebula is the remnant of a star that
has gone through advanced stages of evolution.
During the Asymptotic Giant Branch phase, such a National Superconducting
star blows much of its carbon enriched envelope
Cyclotron Laboratory
into the interstellar medium, leaving behind a white Michigan State University
dwarf and the expanding nebula.”
Solar mass stars produce elements up to Carbon and Oxygen and
are ejected into planetary nebula and then recycled into new stars
and planets. Supernova produce all the heavier elements (up to Fe
by fusion; heavier elements by nuclei interactions in explosion. Kaaret UI
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Variable Stars
according to the Astronomical League:
• “When a star leaves the main sequence, it may enter an
area of the HR diagram that we call an 'instability strip'
or an 'instability region'. When the star is in this area of
the diagram it will become a variable star, one that
varies in brightness over time.“
• “Mira stars are red giants (which began as low mass
stars), with a temperature less than 3,800oK, but with a
mass <2 solar masses. They have a long period of
variability, often 800 to 1,000 days and are very
luminous. These late life stars are near the end of the
asymptotic giant branch in evolution and are throwing
off their outer layers (which accounts for their
variability) on the way to becoming a planetary nebula.”

Observing Programs for Carbon Stars
Astronomical League’s Carbon Star Observing Program
(example stars in each spectral class; the list below shows
about 1/3 of the 100 objects listed in the program)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

C0*: AC Herculis
C1: SAO 74353 And, SAO 106516 Del, NSV 13571 Vul
C2: SAO 129989 Cet, SAO 157721 Vir, NSV 11960 Aql
C3: SAO 46574 Herculis, SAO 128396 Pisces
C4: VX And, V Ari, V623 Cas, Y Per, V Aur, V614 Mon, etc.
C5: AQ And, UY And, V466 Per, UV Cam, ST Cam, etc.
C6: SU And, SY Eri, RT Ori, TU Gem, UU Aur, GY Mon, etc.
C7: W Cas, Z Psc, R Lep (Hind’s Crimson Star), S Cam, etc.
C8: FU Monocerotis, RS Cygnus
C9: WZ Cassiopeiae, RZ Pegasus

*Morgan–Keenan C system; higher C#, more C; since updated, but MKC still commonly used
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My Selection of the Ten Most Intense Red Stars in
the AL Carbon Star List
(Suggestions for Public Events; but be warned that a common comment is
disappointment that they are not as red as expected. Therefore, best if
integrated with other objects, including nice doubles with contrasting colors)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

U Camelopardalis (C3 – C5) fantastic!! (10/10); bright and very red, very nice (see
Hubble photo).
VX Andromedae (C4) definite red (8/10); much redder than other field stars, a real
beauty!
V466 Persei (C5) bright for field and very red! (9/10) very nice
ST Camelopardalis (C5) bright and quite red (9/10); very nice standout in sparse field
W Orionis (C5) Beautiful! Bright and red (10/10)
TW Ophiuchi (C5) very bright and red; obvious in field (even at dusk) (9/10)
V Aquilae (C5 – C6) another fantastic star! Bright and quite red (10/10) in field of
contrasting dimmer stars
S Scuti (C6) fantastic!! Bright and quite red (10/10); also in nice busy field of dimmer
stars
R Leporis (Hind’s Crimson Star) (C7) very beautiful; small and bright red (9/10)
AQ Sagittarii (C7) very nice; bright orange‐red (9/10) at end of trail of bright while‐
yellow stars

Less intense red and orange stars on AL Carbon List
(also suggested for public viewing events)
• V614 Monocerotis (C4) distinct and
red (7/10)
• AW Cygni (C4) moderately bright
and obvious red (7/10)
• RV Monocerotis (C4 – C6) many dim
field stars, moderately bright and
distinctly red (7.5/10)
• AQ Andromedae (C5) bright red
(8/10); obvious red in field
• X Cancri (C5) distinct; bright and red
(another similar colored and bright
star in field also)
• Y Hydri (C5) bright in field; distinctly
red (8/10)
• SU Andromedae (C6) very nice red,
near small triangle of stars (7/10)

• V1942 Sagittarii (C6) bright and
orange (8/10)
• RT Capricorni (C6) very nice bright
orange (8/10) in field of dimmer
yellow‐white stars
• Y Tauri (C6.5) orange (7/10);
obvious in field
• V Hydrae (C6 – C7) in string of
similar bright stars; moderately
red (7/10)
• T Draconis (C6 – C8) moderately
spaced double; very red (8/10);
companion yellow, very nice (but
dim)
• Z Piscium (C7) bright and quite
red (8/10); very dim field stars
• R Canis Minoris (C7) small, but
bright (7/10); very dim field stars
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Other Carbon Star Observing Lists
• Only a few dwarf (main‐sequence) red stars are
visible to the naked eye, while most of the best
known “red” stars are giants or supergiants (and
may not be all carbon stars).
• Many lists combine main sequence red stars with
supergiant red stars; some distinguish them by
spectral type, while others just focus on relative
color and brightness.
• A General Catalog of Cool Galactic Carbon Stars
(2nd) (GCCS2) compiled by Stephenson in 1989
includes 5,987 carbon stars and is likely the most
complete listing of carbon stars currently available
(http://cdsarc.u‐strasbg.fr/viz‐bin/Cat?III/156).

Examples of Other Listings and Comments
on Carbon Star Observations
• Becky Coretti posted a list of beautiful and easy carbon stars
along with stellar evolution/classification discussions.
• Astrosurf lists the brightest carbon stars from the
Stephenson 1989 catalogue (brighter than 9.5 mag).
• Galaxy Zoo forum has a discussion and lists of variable and
the reddest carbon stars, and some search results for other
resources.
• Saguaro Astronomy Club Red Stars Database, version 2.0,
dated July 7, 2008. A list of more than 300 “red” stars;
mostly K, M, C, and N spectral types, all identified, along
with variable period info.
• Software Bisque has the complete Stephenson 1989 list in
TheSky database that can be searched to produce viewing
lists.
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A.A. Ahad catalog of red stars (spectra types identified), compiled
late 1980s, posted May 2004 at: http://www.astroscience.org/abdul‐
ahad/red_star_catalog.htm. The following is a plot of these stars on
an apparent magnitude vs. color index graph.

Abdul Ahad 2004

B‐V Color Index
• Astronomers measure the amount of light a star gives
off in different colors. Hot stars give off more blue light
than red; cool stars give off more red light than blue.
• Colored filters are used to measure different
wavelengths of light from stars. The magnitude of the
star is measured first through a standardized blue (B‐
band) filter and then through a green filter (V‐band, or
visible light, peaking in green). The value of the
brightness from the V filter is subtracted from the
brightness from the B filter to get the B‐V color index.
• Hot stars have a small B‐V value and cool (red) stars
have a large B‐V value. Hotter stars appear to the left on
the Hertzsprung‐Russell (HR) diagram and cooler stars
appear on the right.
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Hind's Crimson Star
• Discovered by J.R. Hind in 1845.
• Hind's Crimson Star (R Leporis) is an example of a
beautiful C7 carbon star in late stages of life. It has
begun to churn up carbon from its core.
• R Lep is a long‐period
Mira type variable star
(7.3 to 9.8 every 430
days, but sometimes
reaching visible 5th
magnitude). It is reddest
when dimmest and is
yellow‐orange when at
maximum brightness.
Currently about 8.6 mag
Photo from One‐Minute Astronomer, Brian Ventrudo
and intermediate in color.

Hind’s Crimson Star, continued
• Cool giant star (2,050oK), diameter almost reaching out
to orbit of Mars.
• Wide carbon bands in spectra instead of narrow
adsorption lines (wide lines due to varying velocities of
ejected material resulting in a range of red shifts for
the same element that are all super‐imposed).
• Core is now a mixture of carbon and oxygen and can go
no further. Core is now heating and contracting.
• Some of the carbon has been convected to the surface
and the carbon is being lost to interstellar space
through a stellar wind (becoming a planetary nebula).
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La Superba (Y Canum Venaticorum)

APOD Dec 18 2008, image by Noel Carboni and Greg Parker

La Superba, continued
• La Superba is a red supergiant named by 19th century
astronomer Angelo Secchi for its deep red color.
• It is a large and cool (2,800oK) C5 type carbon star.
• It weighs three stellar masses, but is around 215 times the
size of the Sun, and would reach the orbit of Mars.
• It is a semi‐regular variable (varies between 4.8 and 6.3
mag over a period of 160 days). Among the brightest of
the carbon stars.
• La Superba is nearing the end of its life. It is loosing huge
amounts of mass (at a rate about a million times faster
than the Sun) due to its strong stellar wind.
• It will soon become a planetary nebula and the core will
collapse and form a white dwarf.
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Herschel’s Garnet Star (Mu Cephei)
• A red supergiant M2 1a (although some classify Garnet as a carbon
star). This star’s spectrum has served as a stable reference for
classifying other stars. 3,690oK surface temperature.
• Commonly referred to as the reddest of all naked eye stars. Also
one of the largest stars visible to the naked eye.
• It is about 100,000 times brighter and 1,000 times larger than the
sun, and diameter would reach between Jupiter and Saturn.
• A variable star (Garnet is the
prototype of the highly variable
class of variable stars) ranging
between 3.6 and 5 mag over 2 to
2.5 years with no pattern.
• Nearing death as it has begun to
fuse He to carbon and may
explode soon as a supernova
(about 19 solar masses), possibly
Photo by FuzzyBlobs
leaving behind a black hole.

First magnitude supergiant
Antares (“rival of Mars” (M1);
Antares will not
likely become a carbon
in color and brightness) star
due to its huge mass.
The other first mag
supergiant is Betelgeuse;
one of these is usually in
the night sky throughout
the year.
The stars in Scorpius are
part of a large
disintegrating association
of massive stars (not
random collection of stars
like most constellations).
Antares and “greenish” Antares B companion illustration
Antares has evolved fastest
from Wikipedia. The companion can be observed in a
moderate scope under good seeing conditions. Currently in this group (others are
2.1” separation and 5.4 mag.
mostly hot and blue in
contrast).
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Antares, continued
• Highly evolved, started as a heavy blue main
sequence star of 15 to 20 solar masses. Cool
3,400oK surface temperature.
• Core most likely fusing He to carbon. In a few
million years, core will start to burn carbon and
form an iron core that will collapse into a
supernova. Will not meet the definition of a carbon
star as carbon will not likely be more abundant
than oxygen on its “surface.”
• He fusing causing instability with slight variability in
brightness (LC variable type; slow and irregular).
• Radius about 800 times larger and 12,000 times
brighter than the sun.

Characterizing Star Types (Torsten Hansen used simple grating
spectroscope, 8 inch SCT, and video camera) (RSpec‐astro web site)
Hot
Stars

H‐beta (one of the Balmer series) at 4861 strongest
in type A star (missing in cooler K and M stars)

Cool
Stars
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Spectra of three carbon stars
showing different amounts of C2
in the wide Swan bands and some
other elements (Ba and Na)

Carbon Star Spectra
• Carbon stars have dominant spectral Swan bands due to
C2 (at wavelengths 4380A, 4738A, 5165A, 5635A, and
6122A). Other carbon compounds present at high levels
include CH, CN (cyanogen at 3880A, 4217A, and 7699A),
C3 (4056A), and SiC2 and often a strong Na line (at
5893A).
• Swan bands are wide as rapidly expanding gas shell being
ejected from the carbon star causes superimposed red
shifts associated with varying velocities.
• Considerable difficulty in spectral classification of carbon
stars when trying to correlate spectra to star’s
temperature as atmospheric carbon hides absorption
lines normally used to indicate star temperatures.
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Observing Stellar Evolution
(new observing program by the
Astronomical League)
• Completing the carbon star AL program listing and this
new AL observing program on stellar evolution results in
a good understanding of relationships of stellar objects
in our galaxy.
• Obvious by now that star color is an important
indication of their age and other characteristics.
• Carbon star observing requires good ability to
distinguish stellar colors. This can be expanded to obtain
a better understanding of other stars on the H‐R
diagram and stellar evolution.

Wikipedia: Morgan‐Keenan spectral classification

Approximate naked eye stellar colors according to the Morgan‐
Keenan spectral classification. The relative sizes are for main
sequence (dwarf) stars.
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Class

Temp (K)

Conventional
Actual Apparent Fraction of all Stars
Color Description Color (all colors (examples)
(peak of stellar
combined)
spectrum)

O

>30,000

blue

blue

0.00003% (Naos –
Zeta Puppis)

B

10,000 to
30,000

blue white

deep blue white

0.13% (Rigel, Spica)

A

7,500 to
10,000

white

blue white

0.6% (Sirius, Vega)

F

6,000 to
7,500

yellow white

white

3% (Canopus,
Procyon)

G

5,200 to
6,000

yellow

yellowish white

7.6% (Sun, Capella)

K

3,700 to
5,200

orange

pale yellow
orange

12.1% (Acturus,
Aldebaran)

M

2,400 to
red
light orange red
3,700 Wikipedia: Morgan‐Keenan spectral classification

76.45% (Antares,
Betelgeuse)

Observing Stellar Colors
• Conventional color descriptions are relative to the mean
color of an A class star (usually Vega) which is considered
to be white. The Sun (a G star) is considered a yellow star
spectroscopically relative to Vega.
• Apparent color descriptions are what an observer would
see if trying to describe the stars under a dark sky (naked
eye).
• Most stars (except the brightest) appear white or blue‐
white to naked eye because they are too dim for less
sensitive color receptors (cones) in eye.
• Most people have never seen an M‐class main‐sequence
star (dwarfs) as they are very dim.
• Red supergiants are cooler and redder than dwarfs of the
same spectral class; stars with carbon spectral features
can be quite red due to obscuring dust blocking blue light.
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Star Colors can sometimes be more easily seen by defocusing the
image to spread the light over a larger area, as demonstrated in the
following beautiful photograph by Stefan Seip.
This
photograph
was taken by
tracking for a
short period to
record the star,
then the
camera lens
was covered for
a short period
to create a
small gap, then
with no
tracking, the
focus was
slowly racked to
fan out the
star’s light.
APOD July 8, 2004 by Stefan Seip

AL’s Observing Stellar Evolution Observing Program
(*Objects of Interest to Carbon Star Observers)
Type
Stellar nurseries
Colorful stars*
Young open clusters
Low mass stars*
Red Giant stars*
Carbon stars*
Planetary nebulae/White dwarfs*
High mass main sequence stars
Red supergiant stars*
Supernova remnants
Variable stars*
Total

Number
14
34
7
8
6
5
9
6
5
2
4
100
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Observing Examples from AL Stellar
Evolution Observing Program
• Colorful Stars
– M spectral class stars: Gliese 229, Lalande 21185, Gliese 581,
Rasalgethi, Barnard’s Star, Ross 154

• Red Giant Stars
– Mirach, Aldebaran, Capella, Pollux, Arcturus, Scheat

• Carbon Stars
– Hind’s Crimson Star, UU Aurigae, X Cancri, La Superba,
Herschel’s Garnet Star

• Red Supergiant Stars
– Betelgeuse, VY Canis Majoris, Antares, VV Cephei A, RW Cephei

• Mira Variable Star
– R Aquilae

Conclusions
• Many observers are interested in carbon stars due to their obvious
color that can be seen in a telescope and their contrasting colors in
star fields.
• They are easily observed in urban settings and do not require large
telescopes or the darkest skies.
• They can make good objects for public viewing due to their colors,
but should be contrasted with other objects.
• Carbon stars are critical components of stellar evolution but are
easily confused with “red stars” that may not be producing carbon
yet, or may not have large amounts of carbon on their surface.
• There are many published lists of carbon stars, and many resources
that provide detailed information (many have unusual spectra and
most are variable and can change their color during different
phases of their variability.
• Currently available inexpensive amateur spectroscopic tools enable
the carbon star observer to expand their knowledge of these
unique objects.
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